Simplicity of coding is usually an appealing feature of the lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM). Conventional implementations of LBM are often based on the two-lattice or the two-step algorithm, which however suffer from high memory consumption and poor computational performance, respectively. The aim of this work was to identify implementations of LBM that would achieve high computational performance with low memory consumption. Effects of memory addressing schemes were investigated in particular. Data layouts for velocity distribution values were also considered, and they were found to be related to computational performance. A novel bundle data layout was therefore introduced. Addressing schemes and data layouts were implemented for the Lagrangian, compressed-grid (shift), swap, two-lattice, and two-step algorithms. Implementations were compared for a wide range of fluid volume fractions. Simulation results indicated that indirect addressing implementations yield high computational performance. However, they achieved low memory consumption only for very low fluid volume fractions. Semi-direct addressing implementations could also provide high computational performance. The bundle data layout was found to be competitive, sometimes by a wide margin, in all the cases considered.
Introduction
While the lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) has gained popularity in computational fluid dynamics [1] , it has also been recognized that it is both computationally demanding and memory intensive. Depending on the specific application, simulations may be hampered by an excessive computing time or by high memory requirements. Here, we consider applications that require very large simulation domains -as measured by the number of lattice nodesin which a significant volume fraction is occupied by solid structures. A typical example of such an application is flow in porous media such as paper and sandstone. Furthermore, we only consider here single-phase flows. Notice also that the geometry of the simulation domain is assumed to be immobile. This enables particular implementation techniques.
As a result of extensive research efforts, there already exist means to enhance the efficiency of LBM (see for example Ref. [2] and references therein). It is the aim of this work to analyze various implementations of LBM, so as to compare their computational performance and memory consumptions. More precisely, we consider explicit timemarching implementations of LBM with direct, semi-direct, and indirect addressing. Also, we analyze the effect of data layout on computational performance.
Time evolution in explicit time-marching implementations results from the alternation of two distinct steps, streaming and collision steps. A streaming step gives rise to coupling of data of adjacent lattice nodes. Differences between basic algorithms are related to their treatment of this data dependence. We have identified five basic algorithms for the implementation of LBM: the Lagrangian, compressed grid (shift), swap, two-lattice, and twostep algorithm [3] [4] [5] . Each of these algorithms has its own characteristic features, which are manifested in the efficiency of implementation. We implemented four of the algorithms with both semi-direct and indirect addressing. The Lagrangian algorithm was implemented only with direct addressing. We compare here these implementations, and analyze in particular the influence of the addressing scheme and data layout in each case.
Previously, in Ref. [6] , Schulz et al. compared the two-lattice and two-step algorithms with indirect addressing. They also compared the memory consumptions of their implementations for direct and indirect addressing. Pan et al. [7] analyzed the two-lattice algorithm with direct and indirect addressing. A Lagrangian algorithm was introduced and compared with the two-step algorithm in Ref. [3] . To overcome the high memory consumption of the two-lattice algorithm, Pohl et al. introduced the compressed grid (shift) algorithm, and gave some benchmarking results including comparison with the two-lattice algorithm [4] . Recently, the compressed-grid algorithm was investigated further, and the name shift algorithm was proposed [5] .
Recently a candidate for the implementation of LBM was developed and named the swap algorithm [5] . Moreover, in Ref. [5] , the computational performance and memory consumption of implementations of the shift, swap, twolattice, and two-step algorithms with a collision-optimized data layout and semi-direct addressing were compared. Here, this comparison is supplemented by analyzing the addressing schemes and data layouts. Collision-optimized as well as propagation-optimized data layouts and their effect on the computational performance of the two-lattice algorithm were also analyzed in Ref. [8] .
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes a very short exposition of LBM, while Section 3 describes the data storage model, data layouts, and addressing schemes utilized in our implementations of LBM. The basic algorithms considered are introduced in Section 4, and results of our numerical experiments are presented in Section 5. In the numerical experiments, we apply the D3Q19 model with the BGK collision operator and the halfway-bounceback boundary condition. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Lattice-Boltzmann method
In 1986, Frisch et al. introduced cellular automata that obey conservation laws [9] . It turned out to be an important idea, since their automata, lattice-gas cellular automata (LGCA), were capable of simulating real fluid flows. This led to a rapid progress from which LBM soon emerged [10] . Although there is a historical coupling of LGCA and LBM, it has already been shown that LBM can be derived directly from the Boltzmann equation [11] [12] [13] . In LBM, the state of the system is defined by single-particle distribution functions f i ( r , t) for the probability of finding a (fictitious) fluid particle at site r at time t with velocity c i . Here and hereafter, r , t, and c i are expressed in lattice units. The dynamics of the system is governed by the lattice-Boltzmann equation (LBE)
where Ω i is a collision operator and b is the number of possible velocities for the fictitious particles. With Ω i ( f ( r , t)), we emphasize the dependence of the collision operator on all b distribution functions associated with site r at time t. Eq. (1) describes the time evolution of distribution values f i ( r , t). LBE can be split into collision and streaming steps:
collision:
This partition of LBE provides a basis -at least conceptually -for the implementation of LBM. A characteristic of LBM is the simplicity of coding, local interactions that allow for parallel computing, and easy implementation of boundary conditions for the fluid-solid interfaces. These properties facilitate simulations in complex geometries that are common, for example, in porous media and suspension flows.
Implementation
We want to analyze explicit time-marching implementations of basic algorithms: the Lagrangian, shift, swap, twolattice, and two-step algorithms. Specifically, the effect of data layouts and addressing schemes on the implementations will be considered. Implementations of LBM can be organized in two ways. In the 'push' scheme, collision precedes streaming whereas in the 'pull' scheme their order is reversed [8] . Here, the 'pull' scheme is adopted for all implementations. In this section, we introduce the data storage model, data layouts, and addressing schemes utilized in the implementations. While the concepts are illustrated within the D2Q9 model [14] , they are directly applicable to other lattice-Boltzmann models.
Data storage
For a two-dimensional lattice, let d x and d y denote the number of lattice nodes in the x and y directions (see Fig. 1 ). In this lattice, there may be additional ghost layers surrounding the computational domain. Furthermore, we limit our investigation to single-phase flows in a static geometry, i.e., there are only fluid and solid nodes in the lattice.
At each node, there are b distribution values which evolve in discrete time steps. Thus, in an obvious approach, a memory for b distribution values is allocated per node. In an alternative approach, only certain moments of the distributions are stored for each node [15, 16] . The latter approach can reduce the memory consumption provided that certain requirements are fulfilled. We follow the obvious approach, and choose to store the values of the distributions for the entire lattice in a vector V . In order to map multidimensional data into one dimension, we use an enumeration function. With the enumeration function, a unique positive integer is associated with each node (see Fig. 1 ). Distribution values stored in vector V can be accessed by exploiting these unique integers, i.e. enumeration numbers.
There are many choices for the enumeration function, such as Morton order and Hilbert space filling curves [17, 18] . Here we use natural numbering like the one depicted in Fig. 1 . At the implementation level, the order defined by the enumeration function should be employed in iterating over the lattice nodes. This usually results in a good utilization of the cache memory hierarchy, and thus in good performance. Furthermore, when explicitly enumerating the lattice nodes, it is straightforward to construct various data layouts for the distribution values, as seen in the next section.
Data layout
As we choose to store all the distribution values in vector V , we have to decide the actual layout for these values. We label the velocity vectors of the D2Q9 model, and the distribution values, as shown in Fig. 2 . Moreover, the velocity vectors and the distribution values are enumerated as follows: SW = 0, S = 1, S E = 2, W = 3, C = 4, E = 5, N W = 6, N = 7, and N E = 8. This enumeration is linked to that shown in Fig. 1 . Let us consider a node. From this node, we can reach nine nodes by tracing each velocity vector included in the D2Q9 model. If we determine the enumeration number for each node and arrange them in ascending order, the velocity vector associated with the first node is SW, the one associated with the second node is S, and so forth. In the streaming step, we employ Two well-known data layouts are optimized for the collision and streaming steps, respectively [8] . We refer to them as the collision layout and the stream layout. In the collision layout, all the distribution values of a node are assembled and stored consecutively in vector V . In the stream layout, first all the distribution values associated with the SW velocity vectors are assembled from the lattice and stored consecutively in vector V . Following the order of the velocity vectors, the same procedure is repeated for the remaining distribution values.
By utilizing the enumeration of lattice nodes, it is possible to construct elaborate data layouts. Our candidate, the bundle layout, conforms by construction to the natural numbering of the nodes. For the combination of the D2Q9 model and the enumeration depicted in Fig. 1 , the bundle layout groups the velocity vectors into three bundles: B1 = {SW, S, S E}, B2 = {W, C, E} and B3 = {N W, N , N E} (cf. Fig. 2 ). Generally speaking, the philosophy is again to consider a node, and to arrange the neighboring nodes in ascending order. Those neighboring nodes that have sequential enumeration numbers are grouped, and the associated velocity vectors form the bundles. In the bundle layout of the D2Q9 model, first B1 bundles are assembled from the lattice and stored consecutively in vector V . The same procedure is repeated for the bundles B2 and B3.
To access distribution values in a particular data layout and to obtain a versatile implementation, it is convenient to apply access functions acc i : N → R, where an enumeration number of a lattice node is assumed as a parameter, and i = 0, . . . , b − 1. Access functions acc i are efficiently implemented with macros, when available in the programming language.
Addressing schemes
In order to accomplish the streaming step, it is necessary -at each node -to access the distribution values of the neighboring nodes. We consider three addressing schemes for accessing these values. Possibly the easiest one to implement is direct addressing. To begin with, the geometry of the computational domain is stored in vector P. In the course of simulation, phase information is retrieved from vector P to determine whether a node is a fluid or a solid node. In direct addressing, both vectors V and P are accessed through enumeration numbers provided by the enumeration function. This implies that in vector V , memory must be allocated also for the distribution values of the solid nodes.
As we assume a static geometry, memory consumption can be reduced by storing the distribution values only for the fluid nodes [15] . The drawback is that the distribution values of the fluid nodes are no longer accessible through the enumeration function. A remedy is to define an exclusive enumeration for the fluid nodes. This kind of approach is referred to as semi-direct addressing. For consistency, the exclusive enumeration for fluid nodes should respect the original enumeration of the lattice nodes. The exclusive enumeration must be stored, and fortunately phase vector P can be exploited. In vector P, exclusive enumeration is stored for the fluid nodes and a negative value, say −1, is stored for the solid nodes (cf. Fig. 3) .
A particular technique to iterate over fluid lattice nodes utilizes information about fluid segments. A fluid segment is a consecutive set of fluid nodes in the computational domain (cf. Fig. 3 ). If ghost layers are present, the maximum length of a fluid segment is the size of the computational domain in the direction of enumeration. Iterations over the fluid segments are used only in the implementations of the shift, swap, and two-lattice algorithms with semidirect addressing. In semi-direct addressing, the enumeration number of the first node as well as the length is stored for each fluid segment, see Fig. 3 . The memory consumed by the information about fluid segments depends on the distribution of solid nodes. In our simple simulation geometries, the fraction of memory consumed by this information is negligible. Furthermore, with this information, iteration over fluid nodes can be done with two loops: one over the fluid segments and the other over the fluid nodes in a particular fluid segment. In a conventional implementation, three loops are required for iterations over spatial coordinates. With indirect addressing, iteration over the fluid nodes is done within one loop.
With indirect addressing, no information is stored for the solid nodes [19, 6, 7] . Even the phase vector P is ignored. Since the geometry of the domain is not available through vector P, the connectivity of the fluid nodes must be provided by other means. We choose to solve the connectivity problem at the preprocessing stage, and then provide the simulator with information for the streaming step. The actual form of the connectivity information is dependent on the applied algorithm, but the motivation is always the same: to enable propagation of the distribution values. In the case of indirect addressing, it is also necessary to store the coordinates of the fluid nodes.
Algorithms
In this framework, the basic algorithms of the LBM describe the explicit time-marching implementation of the standard lattice-Boltzmann equation (1) . In the de facto interpretation, LBE contains collision and streaming steps (see Section 2). The streaming step gives rise to coupling of data between fluid nodes, and differences between basic algorithms are related to their treatment of this data dependence. We have identified five basic algorithms: the twolattice, two-step, Lagrangian, shift, and swap algorithms.
The two-lattice and two-step algorithms are well-known implementation strategies for LBE. As the name implies, in the two-lattice algorithm the memory allocated to the distribution values is duplicated. Thus, there are two memory addresses reserved for each distribution value. At even time steps, the distribution values are read from the first addresses and stored in the second addresses. At odd time steps, the procedure is reversed. In the two-step algorithm, contrary to the two-lattice algorithm, the lattice is iterated twice, but the memory for the distribution values is not duplicated. The streaming step is performed in the first iteration by relocating the distribution values in a carefully selected order. To propagate the distribution values, it is convenient to exploit the so-called ghost layers surrounding the computational domain. In the second iteration, the collision step is executed in every lattice node. Both of the above-described algorithms have their defects: the two-lattice algorithm suffers from excessive memory consumption, and the two-step algorithm does not achieve high computational performance.
To reduce the memory consumption of the two-lattice algorithm, Pohl et al. introduced the compressed-grid algorithm [4] . By considering two virtual lattices overlapping each other, and by iterating the lattice nodes in a predefined order, they were able to maintain high computational performance while the memory consumption was almost halved. The idea was further investigated in Ref. [5] , and the name shift algorithm was proposed. The shift algorithm is just a compressed-grid algorithm in a vector form. In one dimension, the overlapping of two virtual Fig. 4 . In the shift algorithm, lattice extension and offsets for memory operations are utilized. There are two offsets: one for reading and one for writing. lattices is transformed into a lattice extension. That is, a one-dimensional vector V containing all the distribution values of the lattice is extended with an appropriate number of elements. This extension is then utilized together with an offset in memory operations, see Fig. 4 . The extension and offset are tools for managing the inter-dependence of data of neighboring nodes. There are two offsets: one for reading from the memory and one for writing to the memory. These offsets are exchanged at the end of each time step. The number of elements in the extension depends on the dimensions of the computational domain.
Yet another implementation strategy for LBE is the swap algorithm [5] . Its main asset is its ability to fuse the collision and streaming steps at the implementation level by exploiting only a few temporal variables. So, unlike in the two-lattice and the shift algorithms, there is no need to allocate additional memory to achieve fused implementation, which usually leads to high computational performance. As the iteration in the swap algorithm advances to a particular lattice node, the data dependence involving the node at hand and the neighboring nodes is broken. This is done by explicitly exchanging some of the distribution values with those of neighboring nodes, cf. Fig. 5 .
Immediately after the swapping of distribution values, the collision procedure is performed for the node in question. Two remarks should be made. The distribution values of a node do not reside after swapping in their original memory locations. This must be taken into account in the collision procedure. Also, a tacit assumption was made that some of the distribution values have already been exchanged with those of neighboring nodes. In some circumstances (e.g. if ghost layers are utilized), this assumption is not valid for nodes lying on the boundary of the computational domain. In that case, the boundary nodes must be treated separately with a special initialization procedure. More detailed description of the swap algorithm is presented in Ref. [5] .
All algorithms described so far have been based on the Eulerian approach. Massaioili et al. proposed an algorithm based on the Lagrangian approach [3] . Hereafter, the name Lagrangian algorithm refers to their algorithm. In the Lagrangian frame of reference, the fictious particles have constant coordinates. This can be exploited in such a way that there is no need to explicitly propagate the distribution values between neighboring nodes. The basic idea of the approach becomes clear when it is understood that at the fundamental level, the contents of computer memory must be accessed in the Eulerian frame of reference. Therefore, the Lagrangian coordinates of a fictitious particle must be converted into Eulerian coordinates in order to access the associated distribution value stored in the memory. Details of the conversion can be found in Ref. [3] . So, the explicit streaming step is replaced in the Lagrangian algorithm with a coordinate mapping. Below is a schematic description of the memory accesses of the two approaches. After the mappings (for the Eulerian approach, it is just an identity mapping), the two approaches access the distribution values identically:
Results
For the comparison of the data layouts, addressing schemes, and algorithms, a cubic flow domain was constructed with d x = d y = d z = L. In addition, there was a smaller solid cube centered in the flow domain. The edge length of this solid cube was 0 ≤ S ≤ L − 2. Simulations are run for one hundred time steps, and periodic boundary conditions were imposed in all directions. The D3Q19 model was used, and the halfway bounce-back boundary condition was applied at the solid-fluid interfaces.
Simulations were executed with double-precision floating-point numbers on two computers. One was equipped with an AMD Opteron (2 GHz) processor and the other with an Intel Xeon (3.2 GHz) processor. Both computers had 4 GB of main memory. The Opteron processor had 64 kB of L1 and 1 MB of L2 cache memory for data, whereas the Xeon processor had 16 kB of L1 and 2 MB of L2 cache memory. Both computers had a Linux operating system with the kernel versions 2.6.12-18mdksmp (Opteron) and 2.6.16-1.2107 FC4 (Xeon). On Opteron, implementations were compiled with a g++ compiler (version 4.0.1) while on Xeon, the Intel compiler icc (version 9.1.038) was used.
Compiler options -O3 and -fast were used in g++ and icc, respectively. Also, on Opteron the implementations were profiled with OProfile (version 0.9.1). The performances of the implementations were measured in million fluidlattice-site updates per second (MLUPS).
In the first simulation configuration, the simulation domain had only fluid nodes, i.e., S = 0. Simulations were run on both computers with three domain sizes: L = 80, L = 100, and L = 120. The domain size on either computer did not much influence the performances of the implementations. Only on Opteron, the performances of the swap and two-lattice implementations with indirect addressing and the stream data layout were significantly affected by the domain size. This feature will be discussed in some detail below. For the case L = 120, the performances of the implementations on Opteron and Xeon are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
For reference, the results for an array implementation of the two-lattice algorithm is also included in these figures. It is an elementary implementation that involves a five-dimensional array in which the first index indicates the parity of the time step, three indices are for the spatial coordinates, and the last index is for a velocity distribution value. Since the C and C++ programming languages were used, and they have a row-major data order, our array implementation of the two-lattice algorithm, two-lattice (ar), had the collision data layout. This implementation used semi-direct addressing, as memory is allocated only for fluid nodes. Semi-direct addressing was realized with a four-dimensional array of pointers where pointers to distribution values for fluid nodes were stored. Also, another reference implementation was introduced. This two-step implementation (ff) was a duplicate of the other such implementation with semi-direct addressing and bundle data layout, except that all conditional statements concerning phase information were removed. As such, a two-step (ff) implementation can be applied to systems containing only fluid nodes.
It is evident from Figs. 6 and 7 that the bundle data layout is always competitive and even superior on Opteron. Wellein et al. conclude in Ref. [8] that correct choice of the data layout can be fundamental for achieving high performance. Our simulation results agree with this conclusion. We argue, with evidence obtained from profiling, that this property is due to a drastic decrease in cache misses. In Fig. 8 , misses related to L1 data cache misses are shown for simulations on Opteron with L = 120 and S = 0. It is clear from Fig. 8 that implementations with stream and bundle data layouts have less L1 data cache misses than those with collision data layout. There are only two exceptions: the swap and two-lattice implementations with indirect addressing and stream data layouts have a very high number of L1 data cache misses. Interestingly enough, earlier we observed some dependence of performance on domain size for these very same implementations. The fundamental reason for the high number of cache misses in this case was not investigated here.
In Fig. 9 , data cache refills from the system, related to L2 data cache misses, are shown for simulations on Opteron with L = 120 and S = 0. It is clear that implementations with stream data layout have less L2 data cache misses than those with collision data layout. Moreover, implementations with a bundle data layout have dramatically less L2 data cache misses than those with collision or stream data layouts.
The Lagrangian implementation with a bundle data layout had a very low number of data cache misses, while its performance was not satisfactory in comparison with the other implementations. By profiling, we found that Lagrangian implementations execute approximately 3.5 times more operations than the other implementations. This feature arises from our method of implementation in which mappings from Lagrangian to Eulerian coordinates involve modulo operations.
On the other hand, the two-lattice reference implementation did not perform better than the other two-lattice implementations. By monitoring hardware counters, we observed that a careful implementation of semi-direct addressing, with enumeration function, does not introduce an overhead in the number of operations and instructions executed when compared to array implementation. Also, results obtained for the two-step implementations suggest that the number of conditional statements may have an effect on implementation performance (see Fig. 6 ). Fig. 10 shows the branches executed on Opteron for L = 120 and S = 0. As expected, the two-step reference implementation executed a very low number of branches. Among the implementations with semi-direct addressing, the swap algorithm had the lowest number of branches executed. This was also something to be expected. In the D3Q19 model, the swap implementation with semi-direct addressing has only 9 conditional statements per fluid node related to the phase information about neighboring nodes. For comparison, in the shift and two-lattice implementations with semi-direct addressing, the number of conditional statements per fluid node is 18 in the D3Q19 model.
In general, the shift, swap, and two-lattice implementations showed comparable performance. For the simulation parameters L = 120 and S = 0, the top performance on both computers was obtained for the two-lattice implementation with indirect addressing and a bundle data layout. Top performances of 4.02 MLUPS and 4.67 MLUPS were measured for the Opteron and Xeon computers, respectively. Schulz et al. have studied indirect addressing schemes for the two-lattice and two-step algorithms [6] . They found that the two-lattice algorithm had a roughly two times better computational performance than the two-step algorithm. Our simulation results conform with this result.
Also, when the fluid volume fraction was decreased, the shift, swap, and two-lattice implementations could maintain a high performance. This was demonstrated by the second simulation configuration where we again set L = 120. The fluid volume fraction is controlled by S, which was assigned with values ranging from 0 to 114. The performances obtained in these simulations with the bundle data layout are shown in Fig. 11 . As the fluid volume fraction is decreased, implementations with semi-direct addressing suffer from only a slight decrease in performance -but more, however, than the indirect-addressing implementations.
The fluid volume fraction has a significant impact on the memory consumptions of the implementations. In Fig. 12 , the memory consumptions of our implementations are plotted as functions of the fluid volume fraction for L = 120, and S varying from 0 to 114. The memory consumptions are scaled by that of the swap algorithm with semi-direct addressing. An obvious observation from this figure is that the relative memory consumption of the Lagrangian algorithm diverges when the fluid-volume fraction decreases (having the value 4.65 for S = 114). This is due to the direct addressing scheme applied only with the Lagrangian algorithm. It is also evident that the two-lattice algorithm has a high memory consumption for both addressing schemes. The swap and shift algorithms with semidirect addressing have a low memory consumption through a wide range of fluid volume fractions. On the other hand, the relative memory consumptions of the implementations with indirect addressing decrease with a decreasing fluid volume fraction, and for S = 114 the swap algorithm with indirect addressing has the lowest memory consumption.
Conclusions
We analyzed and compared a number of implementations of the standard lattice-Boltzmann equation. We used here the single relaxation time approximation for simplicity. We analyzed in particular the data-addressing schemes and their influence on the computational performance and memory consumption. Furthermore, three data layouts were considered, and they were found to affect computational performance. We introduced an elaborate data layout in addition to the so-called collision and stream data layout. This new layout, the bundle data layout, was found to be competitive, sometimes by a wide margin, in all cases considered. We confirmed by profiling that the high computational performance with the bundle layout was based on a very low number of data cache misses.
In summary, the shift, swap, and two-lattice implementations display comparable computational performance. In simulations with the fluid volume fraction equal to one, the top performances on the two computers used were obtained with the two-lattice implementation with indirect addressing and bundle data layout. These top performances, 4.02 MLUPS and 4.67 MLUPS, were measured for computers with Opteron and Xeon processors, respectively. As the fluid volume fraction was decreased, the semi-direct addressing implementations showed only a slight decrease in performance, but more however than the indirect addressing implementations. On the other hand, implementations with indirect addressing demand more memory. Only for very low fluid volume fractions, and not always even then, implementations with indirect addressing had a lower memory consumption than those with semi-direct addressing. We can thus conclude that implementations with semi-direct addressing provide a good balance between computational performance and memory consumption.
From the programming point of view, our experience indicates that semi-direct addressing is not difficult to implement in comparison with direct addressing: there is no need to change the basic structure of the code. In implementing semi-direct addressing, the essential software components are the enumeration function, phase information, exclusive enumeration for fluid nodes, and access functions for distribution values. All these can be implemented with or through macros, if available in the programming language. If the distribution values are accessed only through access functions, it is a simple task to change the data layout. Based on our experience, semi-direct addressing requires less effort to implement than indirect addressing. With both addressing schemes, the swap and two-lattice algorithms were more straightforward to implement than the shift and two-step algorithms.
